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Abstract
This article elaborates on scenarios for collaborative knowledge creation in the spirit of the trialogical learning paradigm. According to these scenarios, the group knowledge base is formed by
combining the knowledge bases of the participants, according to various methods. The provision
of flexible methods for defining various aspects of the group knowledge is expected to enhance
synergy in the knowledge creation process and could lead to the development of tools that overcome
the inelasticities of the current knowledge creation practices. Subsequently, these scenarios are
projected to various knowledge representation frameworks and for each one of them, we analyze
and discuss related techniques and identify issues that are worth further research.
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Introduction

Classical learning theories are based either
on the knowledge acquisition metaphor

(where a learner individually internalizes
a body of knowledge) or on the social
participation metaphor (where a group of
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learners collaboratively appropriate a body
of knowledge). Although widely accepted,
these theories do not sufficiently capture
innovative practices of both learning and
working with knowledge (i.e., knowledge
practices). Only sharing of knowledge in
action, that is, sharing the process of learning itself, is a reliable base for developing
a shared cognition (seen both as a group
and an individual characteristic). In this
context, the emerging theory of “trialogical learning” (TL) focuses on the social
processes by which learners collectively
enrich/transform their individual and shared
cognition.
According to trialogical learning,
knowledge creation activities rely heavily
on the use, manipulation, and evolution of
shared knowledge artifacts externalizing
a body of (tacit or explicit) knowledge
(Paavola, Lipponen, & Hakkarainen, 2004).
By representing their cognitive structures or
knowledge practices under the form of artifacts, individual learners can interact with
themselves as well as with external tools
(e.g., computers, information resources)
to negotiate the meaning of concepts and
signs embodied in these artifacts; this
would ultimately allow them to reach a
common understanding of the problem
at hand. We could therefore consider the
notion of shared objects of activity as the
cornerstone of trialogical learning, a notion
that is general enough to accommodate
the requirements of various application
contexts.
Shared knowledge artifacts are very
useful in many applications involving
some kind of collaboration. For instance,
a video that records how group members
carry out their tasks could be considered
as a shared knowledge artifact that the
group could annotate (with free text or

with respect to an ontology), analyze, and
further discuss (e.g., for capturing tacit
group knowledge). Moreover, and more
interestingly, a knowledge artifact could
take a more formal substance (e.g., for
capturing explicit group knowledge) as in
the case of documents (e.g., a survey paper),
conceptualizations (e.g., a data/knowledge
base), or even software code exchanged
within a group. Hereafter, we shall use the
term knowledge artifact to refer to what is
being created and/or shared by a group of
learners (which could be a set of words,
documents, concept maps, ontologies,
annotations, etc.). It is worth mentioning
that the paradigm of trialogical e-learning
can be very useful within communities of
practice (CoPs), as it can facilitate the negotiation of meaning and it can contribute
to the development of explicit and innovative knowledge inside a CoP (Domingue,
Motta, Shum, Vargas-Vera, Kalfoglou, &
Farnes, 2001).
In order to communicate and meaningfully interpret their individual viewpoints,
cooperating learners need to agree on a common conceptual frame of reference. Models
and techniques that allow diversification
and flexible amalgamation of different
worldviews are still in their infancy. In
this paper, we investigate various ways to
build emerging knowledge spaces using the
trialogical learning paradigm for eliciting
the functional requirements. In particular,
we focus on the various methods that can be
used in order to form the common knowledge of a group by combining the individual
knowledge of its members. The provision
of flexible methods for defining various
aspects of the group knowledge is expected
to foster knowledge creation processes, and
could lead to the development of tools that
overcome the inelasticities of the current
knowledge creation practices.
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The rest of this paper is organized
as follows: initially, a motivating trialogical learning scenario for collaborative
knowledge creation is described and the
underlying principles and interactions
are presented. Subsequently, a number of
methods for building emerging knowledge
artifacts from individual group knowledge
(of various forms) are presented, and the related knowledge management requirements
are identified. Finally, the paper comments
on related work and concludes.

Motivating scenario for
trialogical learning
Collaborative Literature Review
and Annotation
The following general scenario will be useful for the rest of this paper. Suppose that a
set of N research papers, say P={p1,…,pN},
is given to a set of K learners A={a1,…,aK}
who could be students, researchers, or
coworkers in a company. The goal of this
group is to understand the topics discussed
in these papers and to build an ontology, say
O, that represents the main issues discussed
in these papers. Moreover, the group has to
annotate these N papers according to the
derived ontology, that is, specify d(p) for
each p∈P where d(p) denotes the description of p with respect to O. We could also
assume that there is an additional constraint, saying that the ontology should not
have more than C concepts. The learners,
hereafter actors, have to collaborate (synchronously or asynchronously) in order to
carry out this task.
Note that various combinations of
(N,K,C) values describe different real-life
scenarios. For instance, (50,1,20) could
describe what an MSc student should do in
order to write the state-of-the-art of his/her

MSc thesis. Of course, this scenario does not
fall into trialogical learning, but is rather an
instance of monological learning (knowledge acquisition metaphor). Values like
(150,2,50) might describe the collaboration
between a professor and a graduate student
for finding a topic for a PhD thesis. Values
like (100,10,10) may describe a group
(comprising of 10 members) of a research
lab that is trying to join a research area by
studying the 100 related papers that have
been published the last 5 years in the field
and trying to identify the 10 main topics
of the area (subsequently each member of
the group would be responsible for one
topic). Finally, big values for K, say 1000,
could model the effort for developing an
international standard.
Evaluating the Quality of
Collaboratively Developed
Ontologies
A related rising question is whether the
“quality” of the result of this collaboration
(i.e., of O and d(p)’s) could be measured
and if yes, how. We can identify two broad
cases, namely having an external (human or
machine) observer who can grade the result
or having no external grading party.
For the first case, we may, for instance,
assume that there is a certain “solution”
ontology (ideal or criterion), denoted by
O(i) that is not known by the members of
the group. The ontology O(i) could have
been provided by a tutor, if there is one,
or acquired via some other knowledgeable
source (human or machine). Alternatively,
the tutor/source might have provided a set
of admissible ontologies instead of a single
one. Subsequently, appropriate metrics
could be employed in order to measure,
at any point in time (say, at state si), the
“distance” between O(i) and Os , so that the
i
members of the group can have a quanti-
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tative measure to rate their progress. Of
course, not only the group work but also the
individual work could be checked against
the “solution” ontology; recall that according to Slavin (1989) and Gokhale (1995),
in order to achieve effective learning in
collaborative environments, both “group
goals” and “individual accountability”
must exist1.
For the second case, that is, the case
where no external party is available to help
in the assessment of the quality of the result
of the collaboration, we could probably only
measure the degree of agreement between
the members of the group. This measurement could be based on the following
heuristic: if OA expresses the knowledge
that all members of A accept to be correct,
then the bigger OA is, the better the result
of the group collaboration (assuming there
is no other constraint like C in the previous
scenario), since this means that a broader
agreement has been reached. In both these
cases the suggested methods can capture
the progress of an individual or a group and
can be used as the building block for tools
that can record this progress.

base (KB) to refer to an ontology or to an
ontology-based information base (i.e., to
a set of objects annotated with ontological
descriptions).
Although trialogical learning focuses
on shared artifacts, learners should be able
to construct and evolve their own models.
Let KBa denote the KB of an actor a. Now
let KBA denote the “shared” (or common)
KB of a set of actors A. The important issue here is the relation between KBA and
KBa (for a∈A). Here we identify three
broad cases:
•

Emergent knowledge
artifacts spaces

In this section, we discuss issues that are
important for supporting the previous
scenario. Initially, personal and shared
knowledge artifacts are introduced and
their relation is clarified. Subsequently,
we show how a set of learners can interact
on the basis of their personal and shared
knowledge artifacts.
Personal vs. Shared Knowledge
Artifacts
To abstract from representation details,
we shall hereafter use the term knowledge

•

•

UNION-case. Here KBA is obtained
by taking the union of the KBs of all
participants, that is: KBA=∪{KBa |
a∈A}. Notice that different models
may encode different viewpoints on
a domain, so their union is not necessarily a coherent whole. Therefore,
depending on the context, KBA could
be inconsistent (if there is a notion of
consistency). For example, if the task
is to annotate a video with argumentative maps, then consistency is not an
issue. If, on the other hand, the task is to
develop an ontology (for subsequently
building a bibliographic database) or a
software module, then consistency is a
very important issue.
INTERSECTION-case. Here KBA is
obtained by taking the intersection
of the KBs of all participants, that is:
KBA=∩{KBa | a∈A}, so it contains
statements “accepted” by all participants.
QUANTITATIVE-case. Here KBA is
defined by a quantitative method, for
example, it contains all sentences that
are accepted by at least a percentage
of the actors. Obviously, UNION and
INTERSECTION are special cases of
the QUANTITATIVE case.
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Interaction Through Knowledge
Artifacts
Suppose that we want to design and develop
an application for supporting various forms
of collaboration (e.g., asynchronous and
synchronous) as well as personal and shared
knowledge artifacts. Figure 1 sketches a
possible UI2 for such an application that
could serve as a proof of concept and as
a gnomon for identifying and analyzing
the associated technical requirements and
challenges.
The UI is divided in two main areas:
the left area allows managing the personal
space, while the right area allows managing the group space. The personal space
(left area) is under the full control of the
respective learner, so everything is editable
in that area; the right area shows the shared
artifacts and constitutes the key point for
collaboration and for supporting trialogical e-learning. Assuming the scenario described earlier, each user may develop his
or her own ontology at the left area, while
the right window shows the group ontology
O; the group ontology O has been derived
from the personal ontologies using any of
the methods mentioned in the previous
subsection.
The relationship between the personal
space and the group space is very important.
The button labeled by “→” allows a user to
copy the desired parts from his/her ontology
to the group space. The button labeled by
“←” allows a user to copy the desired parts
from the group ontology to her personal
space. An option that keeps the button
“→” permanently pressed would allow
synchronous collaboration in the sense that
every change at a learner’s ontology would
be immediately reflected (propagated) to
the group ontology (e.g., blackboard-based
collaboration). Symmetrically, an option
that keeps the button “←” permanently

pressed would immediately propagate
any changes on O to the personal space3.
Deletions are handled analogously and are
discussed in a subsequent section. The issue
of consistency is discussed in a subsequent
section. Systems (and UIs) that allow this
kind of collaboration/interaction will be
called synodic4.
Of course, the sketched scenario (and
UI) of trialogical e-learning can be enriched
with a plethora of auxiliary functionalities.
Next we identify the ones we consider the
most important:
•

•

The group space view could be customizable, for example, instead of showing
the group ontology, one participant
may want to see the ontology derived
by considering the ontologies of only a
subset of the participants. Moreover, in
some cases, some additional flexibility
on how the shared KB is defined could
be useful; to allow this, the shared KB
should be definable using any set theoretic expression over subsets of A (instead of a simple union or intersection
over all elements of A). For example,
K ({a1 }∩{a2 })∪({a3 }∩{a4 }) could capture the
scenario where two groups a1, a2 and
a3, a4 collaborate in the sense that the
joint work of each group is integrated.
Optionally, the group space could be
managed by a person whose role would
be to accept or reject the changes that
the participants forward to the group
ontology.
In many cases, it is important to be
able to access the provenance of a
statement. For this reason, provenance
information should be recorded and
be available at any time to interested
participants. Moreover, the participants
should be able to annotate any element
of their personal or group space. Such
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Figure 1: An indicative UI for trialogical e-learning

•

•

annotations could be textual or ontology-based.
Usability is always a very important
issue. For instance, by placing the
mouse on top of an element of the
group ontology, a balloon should open
showing who provided this info (and/or
what percent of the actors agree with
this). Moreover, the visualization of
knowledge artifacts is a very important,
challenging, and open issue; a brief related discussion can be found in Liebig
and Noppens (2005) and Tzitzikas and
Hainaut (2006).
The UI could be enriched with teleconferencing services allowing the
participants to discuss in real-time
while using the system.

Synthesizing KBs

To support trialogical e-learning in our
motivating scenario, we need to support
the formation and evolution of A, P, O, and
d(p)’s. In order to identify the distinctive

knowledge management requirements for
this task, we will first present a refined approach for supporting personal and shared
knowledge artifacts, and then we will investigate the effects of using various forms
of KBs, starting from very simple ones and
gradually considering more complex KB
forms. The reason for trying to identify the
key knowledge management requirements
(that originate from trialogical learning)
is to investigate how we could support
them by extending, accordingly, the core
knowledge management technologies (instead of developing yet another e-learning
application).
Supporting Personal and Shared
Knowledge Artifacts
The personal space of an actor could be
divided into two spaces: one private and
one public. The group (shared) space is
derived from the public personal spaces
of the actors. Similarly, each actor ai has
two unique identifiers: one private and one
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public. The first, denoted by aip, is associated
with every “statement” (construct or update
operation) concerning his personal space
(i.e., the statements in the private personal
KB of the learner). The second, denoted
by ai, is associated to every statement he
has forwarded to the group space (i.e., the
statements in the public personal KB of the
learner). Let KBip denote the KB containing
all statements with identifier aip, and KBi
denote the KB containing all statements
with identifier ai. Normally, it should be
the case that KBi⊆KBip, that is, the public
personal base of a user should be a subset
of his personal private base. However, in
social life, sometimes people forejudge or
“pretend” that they accept facts although
they do not really believe them (e.g., because all other people do, or for strategic
reasons). In such cases the relationship
KBi⊆KBip does not hold. We understand
that, in the context of communities of
practice (where all members are somehow
“committed” to augment the individual and
organizational knowledge bases), there is
a high level of trust and a strong sense of
responsibility that would usually make
this a nonissue. Nevertheless, we choose
to be more liberal in order to cover cases
where this is not true so, in order to leave
learners free, we suggest that no constraint
should be imposed on KBi and KBip. The
important point here is that the synthesis
(or amalgamation) of all KBis forms the
shared artifacts of the group (i.e., the shared
artifacts according to trialogical learning).
Figure 2 illustrates the idea.
KB = A Set of Words
Let us now consider that the learners’ (and
the shared) knowledge (KB) is just a set of
words (i.e., a set of strings). In our application scenario, this corresponds to the case
where the ontology that the learners have to

create has the form of a set of keywords.
For reasons explained in the previous
subsection, we need, for each actor ai∈A,
two KBs: KBip and KBi. The first (KBip) is
a set of pairs of the form (w,aip), whereas
the second (KBi) is a set of pairs of the form
(w,ai) where w is a word. At the beginning of
a learning session it could be KBip=KBi=∅
for each i=1,…,K, although this is not a
necessary constraint.
Consider now an actor ai who uses the
left area of the UI and creates a KBip. Now
suppose that he selects some elements of
KBip, say a word w, and presses the “→”
button. One reaction to this event can be
1. A new pair (w,ai) is created.
2. The group KB is updated according
to this information (depending on the
way that the group KB is defined).
Now suppose the user selects some elements, say a word w, from the group space
(rightmost area) and presses the “←” button.
One reaction to this event can be
3. A new pair (w,aip) is created. This step
makes the assumption that the user
agrees with w. In other words, we treat
this case as if the user had added the
word w to his private base himself.
4. The private base of the user is updated
accordingly.
5. Probably (or optionally) a pair (w,ai)
should be created.
Let us now suppose that the user deletes
one element w from his private KB. If the
user had “published” w in the past, that
is, if a pair (w,ai) exists, then the system
should ask the user if the pair (w,ai) should
be also deleted from his public KB (KBi)
or not. This case suggests that it would be
more informative if the UI for each actor ai
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Figure 2: The overall picture

were divided into three areas, one for each
of KBip, KBi, and KBA (see Figure 3). This
would allow monitoring and controlling
the contents of KBi as well. Notice that,
if the UI of Figure 3 is used, all elements
placed in the public KB are automatically
propagated to the group KB, so a “→”
symbol from the public KB to the group
KB is not necessary.
Let us now investigate how the “shared”
KB could be defined. Let KBA denote the KB
obtained by taking the union of the public
bases of all actors, that is, KBA=∪1KKBi.
We can define the support of a word w,
denoted by for(w), as the set of ids that
correspond to actors who have included
w in their public KB. So KBA can also be
considered as a set of pairs of the form
(w,for(w)) where for(w)={ai | (w,ai)∈KBi}.
Notice that this view is quite generic as it

allows defining the group KB at run-time
using various methods (union, intersection,
or other); in the following cases, we denote
by |S| the number of elements in a set S
(so, for example, |for(w)| would denote
the number of elements in the support of
w, namely for(w)):
•

•

•

The UNION case would include all
words w such that |for(w)|≥1, specifically:
KB∪A={w | for(w)⊆A and for(w)≠∅}
The INTERSECTION-case would include all words w such that |for(w)|=K,
specifically:
KB∩A={w | for(w)⊇A}
The z-PERCENT case would include
all words w such that |for(w)|/K≥z,
specifically:
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Figure 3. A (refined) indicative UI for trialogical e-learning

KBz % A
•

| for ( w ) ∩ A |
= {w |
≥ z}
| A|

The case where a user wants to see the
group ontology, as derived by considering only a subset A′ of A, can also be
captured by these formulas by replacing
A with A′.

It has been made evident that by considering a KB as a set of pairs of the form
(w,for(w)), we can compute “whatever
shared KB” we want. So such a representation could be adopted for the physical layer
of the repository.
As already mentioned, a related problem is the evaluation of the learners’ understanding progress of the domain concepts.
Here, we will consider the case where some
externally provided “correct” ontology is
available, so the evaluation problem is
reduced to the problem of assessing the
similarity between this “target” ontology

and the learners’ ontologies (group, public
or private). Let W and W′ be the set of words
stored in KB and KB′ respectively; then,
we can define the distance between KB and
KB′ on the basis of W and W′ using any
distance metric for sets. For instance, we
can use the symmetric difference, that is,
dist(KB,KB′)=|W\W′|+|W′\W|, the Dice co∩W ′|
efficient, that is, dist ( KB, KB′) = 1 − ||W
W ∪W ′|
, or any other metric that we find suitable
for the application at hand.
KB = A Binary Relation
Now suppose that a KB is a binary relation
R over a set of elements T, (R⊆T2). Let r
denote an element of a R, for example,
r=(t,t′) where t, t′∈T. In our application
scenario, this corresponds to the case where
the ontology (that the learners have to create) is a graph of keywords.
The personal and group KBs in this
case can be defined in the same manner
as in the previous subsection (e.g., for
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the union case: KB∪A={w | for(w)⊆A and
for(w)≠∅}). The only difference is whether
the set T is considered to be known by all
actors (and thus is not part of the created
knowledge), or not. If T is considered part
of the created knowledge, then the KB of
an actor could be characterized by both Ri
and Ti (of course Ri⊆Ti2); therefore, we can
define shared KBs (e.g., KB∪A or KB∩A) not
only for R but also for T.
KB = A Binary Relation with
Second Order Properties
Here we consider again the case where a
KB is a binary relation R over a set of elements T (R⊆T2), with the extra constraint
that this relation satisfies some properties
(for example, R could be constrained to be
reflexive, symmetric, and transitive). These
extra properties can be seen as derivation
rules (inferences) or constraints and allow
us to capture more interesting cases. For
instance, assuming that R is a preorder (i.e.,
a reflexive and transitive relation) allows
us to capture the case of taxonomies; in
our application scenario, this corresponds
to the case where the ontology (that the
learners have to create) has the form of
a taxonomy. Therefore, supporting this
scenario allows us (among other things)
to support collaborative (and trialogical)
taxonomy construction.
We could model these derivation rules
(e.g., transitivity) by defining a consequence
operator Cons that models inference services. Considering a KB as a set of sentences S, the consequence operator returns
all the sentences that can be inferred by S
(obviously, it should hold that S⊆Cons(S)).
Alternatively, axioms could be modeled
using the notion of consistency.
The introduction of Cons allows us to
consider, apart from KBi and KBip, the sets

Cons(KBi) and Cons(KBip) (respectively)
as well, for each i=1,…,K. Notice that the
consequences of a KB form a different
(richer) set than the KB itself; thus, defining a shared KB on the basis of Cons(KBi)
would (in general) give different results than
defining it on the basis of KBi and either of
the KBs could be used for the definition of
the “shared” KB. This fact is illustrated in
the example of Figure 4, where KB∩{1*2*}
has been used to denote that Cons(KB1)
and Cons(KB2) were used for the definition of KB∩{1,2}.
KB = A Total Order
This case is actually a special case of this
subsection, so the same general comments
apply. However, the case where R is a total
order is particularly interesting, so we chose
to study it separately. Total orders are useful,
for instance, when learners have to rank a
set of available options T in order to come
up with some decision, such as ranking a
set of keywords or a set of papers according to their significance or importance; the
latter case appears in the selection process
of peer-reviewed scientific conferences and
journals, where the shared (group) KB can
be obtained by aggregating the “rankings”
of the learners (reviewers). Total orders are
also useful for modeling the case where a
questionnaire comprising multiple choice
questions (where more than one choices
are correct for each question) is presented
to the learners and the tutor asks from the
group to mark only one choice (the most
appropriate).
The problem of aggregating the personal total orders to generate a commonly
agreed upon total order has been extensively
studied in the literature and could be directly
used for our purposes, that is, the aggregation of personal KBs (total orders) to gener-
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Figure 4. Local reasoning and group KBs

ate a group KB (total order). For example,
we could adopt various techniques (mainly
coming from the area of Social Choice), like
plurality ranking, Borda ranking (Borda,
1781), Condorcet ranking (Condorcet,
1785), or Kemeny Optimal Aggregation
(Kemeny, 1959), but we should not forget
the Arrow’s impossibility theorem (Arrow,
1951). A Borda-like technique for aggregating weakly ordered subsets of a set that
could be used for our purposes is described
in (Tzitzikas, 2001)
Collaborative selection and filtering
(i.e., the provision of prediction and recommendation services) is also related to
this case (and also useful for collaborative
knowledge creation and learning). The
difference with the standard total order
case is that now actors do not rank a set of
objects, but they rate (using a numerical
scale) a subset of the objects (e.g., instead
of rankings of the form <o1,o2,o3> meaning
that o1 is preferable to o2 which is preferable to o3, we may have input of the form
{score(o1)=5, score(o2)=3, score(o3)=2}).
Furthermore, it is worth to investigate
generalizing these techniques for the case
where, instead of atomic objects, we have

structured knowledge artifacts (e.g., a conceptual graph expressed in RDF).
In this scenario, the set T is not part
of the created knowledge (in other words,
it preexists); this need not be the case.
Suppose that a group of persons (e.g., the
authors of the current paper) would like to
collaborate in order to specify the structure
of a research paper to be submitted to
IJWLTT. Each one proposes a structure,
that is, a total order of strings (here a
string can be the title of a section or a short
paragraph indicating the contents that this
section should have). The collaborative
system should aid them to come up with
some decision, that is, with one structure
either accepted by all of them or by most of
them. As it would not be realistic to expect
that two persons will propose exactly the
same title (or paragraph) for a section, a
text similarity function could be employed
(meaning that two texts with degree of
similarity greater than a certain threshold
could be considered to denote the same
section). As each participant will be able
to see what the others do (using the right
area of the UI), they are expected to refine,
improve, or change the pieces of text they
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have provided (and their relative order)
while interacting with the system. After
some interactions the group will hopefully
reach a structure that is probably better than
what each one could do by him- or herself
(of course apostates may exist).
An alternative method to support this
scenario follows. Suppose that the paper
to be submitted should have exactly seven
sections. Let T be the pieces of texts that
all actors have provided (i.e., T=∪1KTi), for
example, if K=3 then |T|≤21. The group
KB (group paper structure) could be the
result of applying the K-Means clustering
algorithm (here K=7, so we have 7-Means)
on T, resulting to a set TA (each element of
TA would be a set of texts). The ordering
of the elements of TA could be derived by
first mapping the participant’s rankings to
rankings of TA and then applying a rank aggregation method. We have just described
a collaborative (or cooperative) documentauthoring scenario.
KB = An RDF-Based Repository
Suppose now the case where the learners
have to create an ontology-based repository
(ontology plus ontology-based metadata)
using the RDF language. A repository of
this kind has the form of a conceptual graph.
According to RDF (Brickley & Guha,
1999; Miller & Swick, 2003), this graph
can be seen as a set of RDF triples that
actually defines a directed graph consisting
of three kinds of relations (instanceOf, isA
and property). Therefore, we could write
KB=(Rin,Risa,Rp), where Rin contains all instanceOf relationships, Risa contains all isA
relationships, and Rp contains all property
relationships. Note that the isA relation
(Risa) models a transitive relation, so the
issues discussed in the subsection about
second-order properties apply here as well.
It follows that the semantics of the RDF

constructs should be taken into account
when applying operations (i.e., union and
intersection) on various KBs; such issues for
RDF are discussed in Kaoudi, Dalamagas,
and Sellis (2005).
The increased complexity of RDF (with
respect to the other cases handled in this
paper) gives rise to certain issues, such as
the issue of consistency and inconsistency.
If inconsistency arises in one individual
(personal) KB, then the user is responsible
for making what is necessary for reaching a
consistent one5. However, one can easily see
that even if each individual personal KB is
consistent, this is by no means a guarantee
that the group ontology will be also consistent. So, what should we do when faced
with an inconsistent group KB (ontology)?
Who and how should react in that case?
Should the system allow such cases? Is
there anything it could do for aiding actors
to overcome this problem?
Our opinion is that it would not be
flexible to forbid inconsistent group KBs;
the system should allow inconsistent group
KBs but, at the same time, it should be
able to detect and highlight inconsistencies, allowing the actors (learners) to deal
with the problem (if necessary). Allowing
inconsistency in the personal KBs as well,
gives rise to another interesting case: the
individual KBs could be inconsistent while
the group KB is consistent6.
For tackling inconsistency at the group
level, a powerful knowledge manager
could try to derive (and present) consistent subsets of the group KB. It could also
probably adopt a quantitative notion of
consistency (instead of the dichotomy of
KBs to consistent and inconsistent). Let us
use the notation ⊧KB to denote that KB is
consistent. If a KB is inconsistent (⊭KB),
then the system could try computing KBA′
(specifically, KB∪A′, or KB∩A′, or KBz%A′),
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where A′ is the maximal subset A′ of A
such that ⊧KBA′ (resp. ⊧KB∪A′, or ⊧KB∩A′,
or ⊧KBz%A′). Notice that if there is no inconsistency, the definitions of group KBs
coincide with the original ones.
A more sophisticated method would be
to define a notion of ranking (or priority)
that could be attached to each RDF triple in
the repository. This ranking would encode
the relative strength (reliability) of each
triple as per each individual learner’s understanding and could be either qualitative
(i.e., encode the ranking through a full or
partial order) or quantitative (i.e., encode
the ranking through a numerical assignment
of a priority to each triple, which implies
an ordering). This refinement facilitates
the definition of a quantitative notion of
inconsistency, as well as the process of
aggregation using techniques from Social
Choice, described previously. Furthermore,
it allows the adaptation of works related to
belief merging (Konieczny, 2004; Konieczny, Lang & Marquis, 2004; Konieczny &
Perez 2005) in our aggregation context, by
facilitating the formal description of notions like “weakening,” “conceding,” and
“negotiating” (Konieczny, 2004), the development of arbitration or majority merging
operators (Konieczny & Perez, 2005), and
the definition of distances and aggregation
functions (Konieczny et al., 2004).
Notice that, unlike traditional approaches that conceive ontologies as
thorough engineering artifacts issued by
strict design processes and policies, in
trialogical learning, the ontology creation
and evolution can be seen as a social process where learners collectively improve
their individual and shared understanding
through social interaction, something that
pertains to all described cases so far. In this
context, the individual interactions of group

members would lead to global effects that
could be observed as emerging knowledge
artifacts (related somehow to emergent semantics (Aberer, Catarci, Cudre-Mauroux,
Dillon, Grimm, Hacid, Illarramendi, et al.,
2004)). Ontologies would thus become an
emergent effect of open-ended interactions
within or across groups of individuals, as
opposed to a firm commitment of a small
group of domain experts (for more see
Mika, 2005).
Finally, we should remark that workflow issues are orthogonal to the issues
we discussed so far, because the issues
elaborated so far arise in almost every step
of any workflow process that should be
carried out collaboratively.

Related work

In this section, we discuss a number of
further issues and related work. There is a
plethora of works (both theoretical and applied7) related to collaborative knowledge
construction. Although the majority of them
were not proposed (or applied) for e-learning, they are related to the main theme of
this paper (trialogical learning).
Advancing the Expressive Power
of the Representation Frameworks
One particularly interesting related class
of works deals with issues that arise as
we step up the expressive power of the
representation framework:
•

Knowledge change and evolution
raises various issues like the distinction
between update and revision (in the
sense defined in Katsuno & Mendelzon, 1991) or the applicability of belief
revision theories to ontology evolution
(Flouris, 2006).
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•

Measuring the distance between two
KBs (e.g., for grading as described in
a previous section) may not be enough
by itself; for learning purposes, it might
be also important to compute and show
the difference, or delta, between two
KBs. Some approaches for computing
deltas of RDF graphs are described in
SemVersion (Volkel, Winkler, Sure,
Kruk, & Synak, 2005), PromptDiff
(Noy, Kunnatur, Klein, & Musen,
2004), and (Berners-Lee & Connolly,
2004).

Increasing the Number of Actors
As the number of actors scales up, additional issues arise, such as the need for
social network analysis. It is worth mentioning here that the Web is probably a
case of collaborative knowledge creation
of a very primitive form. The actors of the
Web can only create and update their own
KBi’s (interlinked Web pages) and the only
method to combine the KBs of different actors is to add one-way links between them.
Despite this simplicity, the growth of the
Web was (and remains to be) astonishing,
mainly because no one ever tried to impose
a structure or any form of control on that.
Therefore, link analysis techniques (either
applied on social networks, or on articulated
KBs (Brin & Page, 1998; Guo, Shao, Botev,
& Shanmugasundaram, 2003), or on large
KBs (Tzitzikas & Hainaut, 2005)) are also
expected to be useful in large-scale collaborative knowledge creation.
An architecture for building KBs by
mass collaboration where machine-learning
techniques are employed for estimating the
quality of knowledge is described in Richardson and Domingos (2003). The quality
of the knowledge contributed by volunteers
is also the main theme of Chklovski and Gil
(2005), whereas some general ideas about

collaborative knowledge construction (e.g.,
assigning values and credits to knowledge
contributors) are discussed in Martin, Blumenstein, and Deer (2005). These works
mainly concern the case where the number
of participants is very high.
The provision of personalized services
is very useful in large-sized KBs as well
(Spyratos & Christophides, 2005). Mass
collaboration and provision of personalized services is the main motivation behind
folksonomies (Mathes, 2004; Mika, 2005;
Ohmukai, Hamasaki, & Takeda, 2005), so
our proposal could be placed in the context
of the work described in Mika (2005).
Modular Knowledge Spaces
The need for defining separate knowledge spaces has been identified in several
contexts (including the semantic Web) as
this would be useful for data syndication,
for restricting information usage, and for
access control, among others. Several approaches have been proposed (like Euzenat,
1996; Guha, McCool, & Fikes, 2004; Jannink, Pichai, Verheijen, & Wiederhold,
1998;Wiederhold, 1994), the more recent
one being that of named graphs (Carroll,
Bizer, Hayes, & Stickler, 2005; Watkins &
Nicole, 2006). Along the same direction,
in Bao, Caragea, & Honavar (2006), packaged-extended description logics, as well
as semantics for collaborative ontology
construction, are proposed. Our paper goes
one step further by stressing the need for
synthesizing such knowledge spaces.
Combining KBs
The need for combining KBs has also
been identified in several contexts. There are
some theoretical works (e.g., Konieczny,
2000; Konieczny, 2004; Konieczny, Lang,
& Marquis, 2004; Konieczny & Perez,
2005), coming from the area of belief merg-
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ing, that describe operators for combining
KBs. For instance, Konieczny (2000) studies the properties of a number of merging
operators where a KB is a set of first-order
formulae. Although very interesting theoretically, the practical exploitation of these
results is quite distant.
Semantic Wikis
Wikis can serve as the knowledge platform for a community of practice, where its
members can interact with each other, share
information and knowledge, and discuss
about them. Semantic Wikis (Aumueller &
Auer, 2005; Krotzsch, Vrandecic, & Volkel,
2005; Tazzoli, Castagna, & Campanini,
2004; Volkel & Oren, 2005) can be used to
support knowledge management and learning activities of communities of practice;
these activities can be seen as a collaborative learning effort being supported by the
collaborative features (editing, versioning,
discussion) of the semantic wikis. Actually,
wikis are already used in teaching (Lamb,
2004) under different contexts and for different purposes. Wikis can support both
informal and formal learning by stimulating
learners through their ability to invite them
to respond immediately to posted problems
and questions, either by themselves or
through collaboration with others.
Apart from better structuring content
(through semantic Web technologies) in
order to make it understandable by the
machines, semantic wikis can also be used
as a collaborative environment for creating
or evolving ontologies, like in Hoehndorf,
Prufer, Backhaus, Visagie, and Kelso
(2006). In these efforts, the main interest
is in providing the means for collaborative
editing of ontologies through the provided
wiki functionalities. Usually this functionality works well for “light-weight” ontologies; however, when it comes to “heavy-

weight” ontologies certain problems arise,
because the process of collaborative editing
has not been formally described (Corcho,
Fernandez-Lopez, & Gomez-Perez, 2003).
Nevertheless, semantic wikis support the
collaborative knowledge formation process (Schaffert, Gruber, & Westenthaler,
2005), which is valuable in communities
of practice and knowledge engineering in
general.
Ontologies and Collaborative
Knowledge Creation
This section describes, in brief, three
indicative related systems.
The Ontolingua Server (Farquhar,
Fikes, & Rice, 1997) uses a notion of users
and groups that is typical in most multiuser
file systems. The server provides support
for simultaneous work through group sessions using access control mechanisms.
There is a notion of group ownership, which
enables other members of that group to
join the session and work simultaneously
on the same set of ontologies. In addition,
a notification mechanism is supported that
informs each user of other users’ changes
(in terms of basic operations such as add,
delete, and modify).
The Adaptive Presentation Environment for Collaborative Knowledge
Structuring (APECKS) system (Tennison
& Shadbolt, 1998) is an ontology server
supporting collaboration by allowing
domain experts to create ontologies based
on their own perspective. APECKS allows
perspectives’ comparison and discussion
on the differences found: the emphasis in
APECKS is not on the outcome, but rather
on the process of development itself, that is,
the disagreements and discussion required
in order to create a consensual ontology.
The Collaborative Construction of
Consensual Knowledge (CO4) system
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(Euzenat, 1995) is designed for the incremental and concurrent building of a KB.
The implementation of the CO4 system
supports collaborative construction of a
formal KB and addresses the problem of
consensus of the KB with the help of the
CO4 protocol for integrating knowledge.
The principles underlying the CO4 protocol
are derived from the peer-reviewing protocol (Peters, 1995): before being committed
into a consensual KB, the knowledge must
be submitted, reviewed, and accepted by
the community; this way, at the end of the
development process, knowledge stored in
the KB is safe enough so that anybody can
accept it and use it confidently and easily.

committing to e-learning RDF/S schemas.
That way, the association among different
LOs takes place only at design/authoring
time, not allowing for on-demand browsing
of LOs; thus, it cannot take advantage of
associations established by the learners or
other instructors. A work that allows ondemand sequencing of LOs and the creation
of learning paths (shared across the learners) is described in Kotzinos, Pediaditaki,
Apostolidis, Athanasis, and Christophides
(2005). It follows that flexible collaborative
knowledge creation services (in the form
prescribed in this paper) are not currently
supported by LMSs.

Current E-Learning Approaches
and Standards
Current e-learning systems are based on
the notion of learning objects (LOs). LOs
capture any chunk of learning material
regardless of its form, granularity, and
functionality, so, by definition, they encapsulate both learning content and appropriate
descriptive information (i.e., metadata).
Several e-learning specifications (based on
LOs) have been proposed in the literature,
like ARIADNE (Foundation, 2006), IMS
(IMS, 2002), and LOM (IEEE, 2002); these
have been recently encoded using semantic
Web languages like RDF/S (McGreal &
Roberts, 2001; W3C, 2004).
Learning management systems
(LMSs) and the reference models they
implement, like the shareable content
object reference model (SCORM) and
the open knowledge initiative (OKI),
provide frameworks and object models
that allow for a more structured view and
development. For instance, SCORM supports sequencing rules that can be used to
specify learning paths of individual LOs
rather than semantic relationships of LOs

This paper described a specific scenario
for collaborative knowledge creation in the
spirit of the trialogical learning paradigm.
According to this scenario, the group KB is
formed by combining the KBs of the participants, using various methods. The provision
of flexible methods for defining various aspects of the group knowledge is expected to
enhance synergy in the knowledge creation
process and could lead to the development
of tools that overcome the inelasticities of
the current knowledge creation practices.
An indicative UI was sketched enabling us
to scent the most important issues that are
raised for its realization. Subsequently, we
focused on knowledge management and
projected this scenario to various knowledge representation frameworks, and for
each one we outlined related application
scenarios, techniques, and issues that are
worth further research.
Trialogical e-learning requires advanced knowledge management services,
probably more advanced than those that
have emerged in the database and KR
area (including the semantic Web). Data-

Epilogue
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base and KR technologies have provided
stable solutions for the case where there is
a commonly accepted conceptualization
and worldview, but methodologies and
technologies that allow diversification and
flexible amalgamation of different worldviews (a necessary feature for trialogical
learning) are still in their infancy. Areas of
knowledge management that are related (in
principle) to trialogical e-learning include
modal logics, quantitative methods for aggregating knowledge, and belief revision
theories.
We are currently investigating and experimenting with these issues in the context
of the Knowledge Practices Laboratory
(KP-Lab) project (cofunded by the IST programme of the EU 6). The implementation
will be based on semantic Web technologies, namely on the RDF Suite (FORTHICS, 2005; Karvounarakis, Christophides,
& Plexousakis, 2002; Magiridou, Sahtouris,
Christophides, & Koubarakis, 2005).
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5.

Endnotes

1. This fact is based on the successful results

2.
3.

4.

of experiments reported in (Gokhale,
1995), where fifty percent of each student’s
individual grade was based on the average
score (of the group members) while the
remaining fifty percent of each student’s
grade was individual.
This sketch is by no means a proposed UI
design.
This option would not make much sense
if O is defined by union, but it could be
reasonable if O is defined by intersection
or quantitatively.
Of (or relating to) a synod, where synod

6.

7.

is a council or an assembly.
The problem of maintaining consistency
after updates has been studied in the Database and KR literature (e.g. see (Teniente &
Olivie, 1995)) mainly for the single actor
case and also in Decision Support Systems
(Karacapilidis & Papadias, 2001).
This could be one answer to the learning
paradox, i.e., to the classical problem of
explaining how something new and more
complex is created using existing knowledge. Specifically, the composition of
inconsistent KBs could yield a new (may
bigger and more complex) KB that it is
consistent.
Related recent projects for building collective KBs include Open Mind (www.
openmind.org) and Mind Pixel (www.
mindpixel.com).
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